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Abstract

Several monitoring software’s provide flexibility to add various servers, performance system counters for real time monitoring. Application service managers use performance system counters to monitor servers and application health. It is constructive to detect anomalies earlier, take preventative actions and minimize the probability of failures of system to reduce uptime. The amount of data is huge for processing considering retention period and various global, process level system counters. The new approach, well known for offline processing, has been proposed for real-time data monitoring and analysis. The most notable solution that is proposed for managing and processing big data is the Map Reduce framework. Although Map-Reduce framework is very suitable for batch jobs but there is an increasing demand for non-batch processes on big data like: interactive jobs, real-time queries, and big data streams for faster and efficient monitoring.
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1. Introduction

With the advent of parallel processing on enormous data, processes are running with manifold instances and varied number of threads. Various processes like daemon process, batch processes, system process, backup processes etc. runs continuously on servers and utilize the resources. Some processes run for longer duration while some processes run for short duration. Monitoring helps in effectively manage system resources, making system decisions, evaluating and examining systems. If process level data is captured with data collection interval every second, the raw file size is in few GB’s per hour on each server.

There is need of cost-effective monitoring solution. For monitoring application, both offline and online processing is required. Big data is being used extensively in offline processing but its use in online processing is very limited. The use of big data framework for real-time processing is explored in this paper.

In this paper, map reduce framework has been proposed for real time data processing. Instead of disk processing, memory processing is faster and it is proved with experiments that this approach is feasible to process huge offline volume as well as online volume.
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2. Literature Survey

2.1 Apache Spark

Apache Spark is an open-source cluster computing framework originally developed in the AMP Lab at UC Berkeley (https://spark.apache.org/). In contrast to Hadoop’s two-stage disk-based MapReduce paradigm, Spark’s in-memory primitives provide performance up to 100 times faster for certain applications. By allowing user programs to load data into a cluster’s memory and query it repeatedly, Spark is well-suited to machine learning algorithms. Spark also supports a pseudo-distributed local mode, usually used only for development or testing purposes, where distributed storage is not required and the local file system can be used instead; in this scenario, Spark is running on a single machine with one executor per CPU core. Spark had over 465 contributors in 2014, making it the most active project in the Apache Software Foundation and among Big Data open source projects.

2.2 Comparative Study with relevant Journals

Various international journal papers were studied on monitoring system and implementation underlying technology. In (Masahiro Yoshizawa, et al, 2014), Most of the monitoring tasks are being performed, not by any single monitoring software, but by suitable combination of multiple monitoring software's. A
combination of two types of monitoring has been proposed: Global level monitoring and Log level monitoring.

In (M. Yoshizawa, et al, 2011), Integrated monitoring software is effective for reducing the cost of monitoring SaaS-based systems. Data models for real-time data and system configurations for easier associations between the real-time data are also

In (Rakesh Bhatnagar, et al, 2013), the author discussed the various performance parameters and criteria of the grid monitoring system, Ganglia. But it’s not integrated monitoring system and Ganglia doesn’t have a built in notification or alert system.

In (Brian Laub, et al, 2014), Emerging research systems are focusing on scalable, distributed monitoring capable of quickly detecting and alerting administrators to anomalies. Nagios and Tivoli monitoring have centralized architectures and large data flow in network.

In (Yassine Tabaa, et al, 2012), author discussed about faster and efficient computing. Hadoop Map Reduce suffers significant troubles when dealing with iterative algorithms; as a consequence, many alternative frameworks that support this class of algorithms were created. The most important enhancement of Spark is that it allows some data to be shared between the mappers while they are computing, a fact that significantly reduces required data over the network.

2.3 Comparative Study with relevant Journals

To monitor real time process level data, it has to be collected very frequently. Looking at number of running processes in environment and data collection interval, raw data will be very huge. Map reduce programming framework can be used for parallel processing of huge amount of data. Processing will work on different servers in distributed manner. The framework is scalable, fault tolerant and easily extendable. Map transforms a set of data into key value pairs and Reduce aggregates this data into a scalar. A reducer receives all the data for individual key from all the mappers. The Map-reduce framework operates exclusively on <key; value> pairs.

To reduce the challenges in map reduce for real-time processing, In-memory computing solutions will be used. Some of them are: Apache Spark, GridGain and XAP. (https://www.safaribooksonline.com/)

3. Problem Statement

There are restrictions to use Map-reduce (Hadoop) for real time process level monitoring due to following:

1. Map reduce is basically process offline files stored in file system. The proposed solution is for real time data analysis.
2. All of the input must be ready before job starts and this prevents Map Reduce from real time processing use cases.

3. Map-reduce cannot run continuous computations and queries. The processing is disk based and hence slower for online or real time data processing. Since Map Reduce framework (Hadoop) is not proper for these non-batch workloads, new solutions are proposed to these new challenges.

4. Proposed System

4.1 Objective

The main objectives is to offer efficient and conclusive monitoring to different users in IT system including Monitoring team, Performance Test Team and Capacity planning team.

Integrated monitoring system will have following objectives:

- Faster and efficient processing of data
- To identify the problematic process or application earlier
- To report the problem immediately to appropriate team
- To take temporary precautions such that minimal impact in current system
- To save cost, effort and time in fixing the issue
- To gain more confidence on the system and monitoring capabilities
- Improve high availability of applications
- Lower number of anomalies

Proposed system is experimental and can be replacement of existing monitoring systems. Existing systems have mostly standalone global level statistic and use SNMP protocol for data processing (Anshul Kaushik, 2010). SNMP has support to standard performance counters and has security issues in previous versions.

The proposed monitoring application with Map Reduce framework has been developed with Real time processing - Process level statistics.

4.2 System Architecture

Spark applications run as independent sets of processes on a cluster, coordinated by the Spark Context object in main program as shown in Figure 1.

Specifically, to run on a cluster, the Spark-Context can connect to several types of cluster managers, which allocate resources across applications. Once connected, Spark acquires executors on nodes in the cluster, which are processes that run computations and store data for the application. Next, it sends application code (defined by JAR or Python files passed to Spark-Context) to the executors. Finally, Spar-Context sends tasks for the executors to run (Matei. Zaharia). Current architecture diagram, performance is better up to 50 servers. If servers are more, then loosely coupled architecture option will have to be considered.
4.3 Mathematical Model

Let set $S'$ is defined as: $S' = \{I, O, P, F, S\}$
$I = \{Sn, P_c, t, It\}$

Where:
- $Sn$ – Server name to be monitored.
- $P_c$ – Performance counter to be measured.
- $t$ – Time period for which output should be displayed.
- $It$ – Interval time, when output updates regularly.

$P = \{P_1, P_2, P_3, P_4, P_5\}$

1. Collect data using data collection agent on each server.
2. Process data as per input criteria received from application service manager.
3. Cluster data by process ID of high resource consumption.
4. Convert received data to array format.
5. Display output in graphical view.

$F = \text{Fail to display real time streaming graph.}$

$S = \text{Implementation of real time map reduce framework to display streaming process level performance counter data.}$

Figure 2 shows state transition diagram representing major states of the proposed system and transitions between them.

5. Implementation Details

The implemented system has mainly divided into two modules. First is data collection agent on servers to be monitored (offline processing) and second is data processing and display module.

The data processing and display module is common to both offline and real-time processing. Data processing flow and display algorithm has been explained below in detail:

ALGORITHM: Data Processing of Global and Process level performance monitors

1. Start
2. INPUT parameters:
   - Server name, Performance counter, TIME
3. IF [TIME is CURRENT]
   THEN CONTINUE TO step 4,
   ELSE
   GOTO step 5
4. [Ensure Data collection agent is running]
   IF [Data collection Agent = RUNNING]
   THEN GOTO step 6
   ELSE
   MESSAGE Start data collection Agent
   GOTO step 11
5. [Ensure historical data available]
   IF [Data is present on monitoring server]
   THEN CONTINUE to step 6,
   ELSE
   MESSAGE NO DATA PRESENT
   GOTO Step 11
6. Read data from Server
   IF [TIME is CURRENT]
   THEN read streaming data
   ELSE
   Read off-line data from files
7. Invoke Map Reduce algorithm
   IF [PROCESS level data]
   Key $\leftarrow$ process ID
   ELSE IF [GLOBAL level data]
   Key $\leftarrow$ system time
8. IF [PROCESS level data]
   Clustering algorithm to cluster data by process ID.
   ELSE [GLOBAL level data]
   Filtering algorithm to filter data by selected time.
9. Convert selected data to JSON format
10. Display Graph
11. END

6. Experimental Setup and Results

6.1 Experimental Setup – Real time processing

The experimental setup has performed on Windows 7 operating system on desktop machines. A console application was developed using PDH libraries in visual studio to collect windows system level data. The frequency of data collection at regular interval of one
second and continues until real-time process level data requested by another machine or central server.

The monitoring server has been developed in Java and for graph display Jfreechart has been used. Two different monitoring servers were developed for comparisions. First is with usual client-server communication with Scanner class to break input into tokens. The input then passed to graph until data collection agent is running.

Another monitoring server has developed with Apache spark (https://spark.apache.org). JavaReceiver- InputDStream interface has been used for defining input stream to connect and receive data over network. The process (key) and its dynamic value to monitor selected while making connection to data collection agent. ‘flatMap’ transformations used instead Scanner to get sequence of tokens, which contain both key and runtime value. The tokens are collected in array and then displayed in the graph. Reduce job is to take input from above and then filter the dynamic value required to display in the graph.

6.2 Result Analysis

The programs were run to display real-time monitoring data using apache spark framework. The system counter Free Memory in MB was analyzed real-time graphically using Figure 3.

Fig 3. Process level free memory (MB) monitoring system counter
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Fig.3 Process level free memory (MB) monitoring system counter

The key contributions of the MapReduce framework are not the actual map and reduce functions, but the scalability and fault-tolerance achieved for a variety of applications by optimizing the execution engine once. As such, a single-threaded implementation of MapReduce (such as MongoDB) will usually not be faster than a traditional (non-MapReduce) implementation, any gains are usually only seen with multi-threaded implementations.

Conclusion

The implemented system is experimental and can be replacement of existing monitoring systems. Big data (Hadoop) is widely used for offline processing but its use in real-time processing is very limited.

1) Map-reduce framework can be implemented in real time processing with Apache spark.

2) It will work on commodity hardware resulting in cost-effective application system.

Future Work

The monitoring system with map reduce framework can be further enhanced with multiple graphs and enriched features.

It can be further commercialized with low cost offering for global and process level data monitoring. For real time implementation, the optimized tuning of the application has to be done with optimized number of threads.
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